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Ladies, like a tiger’s stripes? Tug his tail and keep him forever!

The wolves came first. Followed by the bears. Finally, lions decided to play in the spotlight, but the tigers
have held off. Let everyone else get stared at. Ares was happy on his mountain with his pride while humans
thought they knew all about the different shifter species.

Their secret was safe…until her. One reporter took tigers from the shadows and thrust them into the
limelight by releasing a picture of a tiger shifting. Specifically — him. (What could he say? A little
moonlight, a little fur…)

Now he has a town of stripe-hunting women looking for a tiger’s tail to pull and… a full moon on the
horizon.

Can he keep his tigers from being mated against their will? Better yet, can he forgive the one woman
responsible for outing his species? Ares isn’t sure, but he’s willing to give it a shot.

Part of the TIGER TAILS series:
Fast and the Furriest
You're Kitten Me (November 2015)
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From Reader Review Fast and the Furriest for online ebook

Ruth Hambley says

Loved it

What a wonderful start to this series. A brilliant shape shifter romance. Well written. I can't wait to read the
next in this series

Marta Cox says

If paranormal and shifter stories appeal then you will be beside yourself to discover these somewhat unusual
tiger shifters. I'd like to say they are human / tiger pairings but no these are most definitely animals that can
turn into men and women. The biggest and baddest is Ares but his secret is well and truly out! These wily
felines had kept their existence hidden from humans but unfortunately Ares was caught on camera by the
woman he thought was his! Zoe may have been the one to out the tigers but Ares is not about to let his
people get forced into anything they don't want. Trouble is there's a full moon looming and a whole host of
visitors in town and just to add to Ares headache Zoe is back and she's just not going quietly!
This isn't exactly second chance love or anything as the couple hadn't really had chance to get over each
other but they most certainly do have issues! Did Zoe betray Ares and if so why? Then there's the fact that
there's something really different about Zoe that all the shifters are starting to notice. I cannot say too much
here but it's very clear that this couple are deeply connected but boy does life keep getting in the way. I really
liked the unique slant on "catch a tiger by the tail" which sounded hilarious and then when I thought about it
quickly understood there could've truly disastrous consequences.
This author excels at quick reads that are humorous and hot. Happily this is longer than some stories I've
read by her and it connects with other books. Ares is an alpha who really wants to protect his tigers and it
was fun seeing him tied up in knots by those close to him. Zoe turns out to be totally bad ass and I could
easily understand why Ares and his tiger would fall for her. There's subplot too with Ares sister left in
turmoil , not to mention a certain shifter named Hawke who regularly pops up. Best of all though is
supporting character Ronnie ! She's loud, she's brash and she's downright absolutely a hoot but is anyone
brave enough to take her on? My only slight niggle is we are dropped into the story so it took me a minute to
get onboard . Yes I enjoyed this book and will happily read more.
I was gifted a copy in exchange for an honest review

Pamelia Grady says

Whose your Mate?

Veronica met a man who literally knocked her socks off, and made her forget why she needed some time off.
Ares felt just a little interested in the laughing and smart mouthed woman he was meeting for the first in
ages.



Carol says

I always expect great things from Celia Kyle and this book delivered. There's just something about the way
she words things that make them hilarious. As well as being funny, the book is well-written, steamy, and just
thoroughly enjoyable. I'll be starting book 2 later. I loved Ares and Zoe. I particularly loved Zoe's
relationship with Ronnie.

Overall, another fabulous book.

Miranda Whore says

Pull my tail baby.

A slightly funny and sexy romp with tiger shifters. I liked the drama of the Tigers being outed and how the
mating and changes happen to the humans that mate tigers works.

I'll be reading the rest of the series, even if this wasn't my fave from Celia Kyle.

Claudia says

Fast and the Furriest first book in the Tiger Tails was as good as the other stories that Celia Kyle wrote yet I
found myself wanting more.

The story is simple. Tiger meets the girl - girl betrays the tiger and they separate - girl comes back - HEA.
Well most of the plot that I am mentioning was not written.

The story starts when Zoe comes back to Ares after exposing him and his people as tiger shifter. She felt
compelled to come back but she didn't know why.
Ares was the leader of all tigers on the continent and even though she betrayed him he missed Zoe.

I couldn't fully get engaged in the story. I like the funny and light way in which Celia Kyle penned the story
but somehow because I didn't get the begining of the couple I couldn't relate to them.
Then Zoe's transformation to a tigress was a bit more exaggerated and not believable. I know anything is
possible in the realm of imagination but they way it's presented might influence me.

For me, the story was predictable, no plot, no turning point or action in the story, same erotic scenes. As a
friend of mine would say: l..k, s..k, f..k...
But I really liked Ares...

Deborah says

She Needs To Stay Away



This is a quick funny story about a young woman who accidentally outs her tiger shifter boyfriend's pride.
She can't stay away even though he might kill her. He want to kill her but he has started a process and he
must follow through with it. After all she is his. Enjoy I did.

Sandy Bowers says

Awesome story!!

I truly enjoyed this first of 2 books in Tiger Tails!! There are so many secondary characters that deserve their
own stories, I can't believe there will only be 2 in the series!! Claire, Hawke, Veronica, Braden.........I'd read
a book on every one of 'em!!!!! Loved it!!!!!!!

Selina Durio says

I read this story as a part of the Roar, Growl & Kiss bundle. Having read other stories by thus author, I didn't
hesitate to want to read this one. Ms. Kyle always knows how to infuse humor in her stories, while at the
same time dealing with some serious issues. Zoe, unbeknownst to her, oust the tiger shifters. The works
know about Wolves, bears and others, but not tigers. What she also learns is that Ares, the national alpha
tiger, is her mate. This first installment in this series sets us up to read about how the shifters will now deal
with the human worlds knowledge of them all and attempt to control them.

Cherish Robinson-smetek says

I received a free copy in exchange for an honest review.

I don't get some of the other reviewers point of view. I find this refreshing that we get just glimpses of their
first meeting and the first two weeks. For me, seeing a couple realize that there was a mistake and correcting
it...that's a different approach than most books and I like it. Though Ms Kyle's books are all good.

I like how he slowly realizes that this is his Mate and then when he sees how his pride reacts to her...WOW!
I love how she challenged all the human's that were trying to catch a tiger's tail. LOL

Tanya says

Alright

The story brings a bit of originality on how they become mates (no, not sex you pervs :p) and even though
being different is nice, I didn't find it appealing. Just not able to take it seriously. :/ I'm usually able to
become drawn to one char or another, this one though I never felt that pull. If you enjoy simple romance
reads that are not super long, then this is for you. :D



Ivy Deluca says

The Bottom Line
I liked it. The setup for the mythology was different. I would have liked this even better had we seen the first
two weeks of the H/h's relationship. The first half is stronger than the second half, but I'm still in to explore
more of this 'verse.

Jessica Frances says

I loved this story. We meet Zoe at the point where she has already been dating Ares for a couple of weeks
and while he thought she might be his mate, she accidentally betrays him by outing him and his entire
species to the world. But even broken up, Zoe can’t fight the urge she has to see Ares, and turns out he is
finding it hard to stay mad at her. This was a lot of fun and I breezed through this story. Zoe’s friend Ronnie
helped to keep things from turning too dark and I loved her book which comes next. I hope there is more
coming from this world and look forward to reading more of Celia’s work in the future. A must read for
paranormal romance fans.

So, I Read This Book Today says

“The serpent, the king, the tiger, the stinging wasp, the small child, the dog owned by other people, and the
fool: these seven ought not to be awakened from sleep.” - Chanakya

Oh, Celia keeps on keeping on . . . and what she keeps on with is writing funny, insightful, and suspenseful
and, yes, totally hot books that cheer me up and engross me. Mostly quick reads, always with an
undercurrent of the human condition, Celia is, in a word, AWESOME!
So, here is the thing. She has a new series, Tiger Tails, that reaches, and in some ways exceeds, her other
super-fun series. Ahhh… better than a cup of cocoa on a cold day. Well, even better when you can read her
tales while drinking a cup of cocoa, just sayin’.

Now, it’s a tale of a tail – or rather, a bunch of tails. Being literally shoved out of the closet is never pleasant.
And for the tigers, well, they never wanted to come out of the “Shifter Closet” at all, no matter what the lions
and wolves and bears chose to do. But, things being as they always are, secrets don’t last. And this whopper
is going to cause a world of hurt for the tigers. Because, well, grabbing a tiger by the tail has a whole other
meaning in Celia’s newest world.

This new series by Celia is a blast. So far centering around the “coming-out-of-the-closet” of the tigers in her
much-like-ours world, the first story, Fast and the Furriest introduces us to the tiger pride, and its leader,
Ares. Poor Ares. Even though the lions and wolves and bears (Oh, My!) are “Out” to the public, the tigers
just want to be left alone. And they stay hidden – that is, until they are rudely shoved out of the closet by an
article, complete with photos, in a nasty little bit of yellow journalism. An article printed under the byline of
the woman Ares thought was his. Oops. Of course, it doesn’t help that the article points out that, if you can
pull a tiger’s tail, he (or she) belongs to you forever. Ah, Hell, thou hast no idiocy such as that of a human
shifter stalker. “Uh, hey, lady? Really not cool to terrorize the poor pregnant tiger lady up a tree trying to pull



her tail. Uh, yeah, I said PREGNANT tiger LADY.” Oy. Needless to say, it was a zoo. And it doesn’t help
that DoPE (Department of Paraphysical Entities) is trying to capture high ranking female shifters in order to
force them to mate with humans, so that said humans puppet masters can take over the shifter groups and
control them (read: Turn them into war machines). Again, Oy.

As with all of Celia’s work, there is both a large dose of humor and an even larger dose of pathos to be had
in her stories. Humans in this world pretty much suck – not surprising – and there are deeper stories here of
the ‘human’ condition. But be prepared to burst out laughing in public as well, if you are brave enough to
read on the train ;-)

I received Fast and the Furriest from Celia in exchange for a realistic review. I posted this review in a couple
of spots, but I apparently pulled a Senior Moment and wandered away while posting, hence a late post to my
site and multiple others. Oops! I still Love Ya, Celia!!!

Tamara says

Love it!


